PHARMACEUTICAL SOLUTIONS
Meeting the legal and logistical challenges
The timely distribution of complex packaged marketing programs
requires people with the experience and dedication to coordinate
large scale marketing launches. The regulatory factors companies
adhere to must always be part of the planning and execution.

We handle the chaos
The resources needed to coordinate a new drug launch or major
initiative can grow fast. Flexibility and communication takes on
layers as different components need to be rushed out to the
marketplace. In addition the regulatory factors pharma companies
adhere to must always be part of the planning and execution. We
are successful at juggling these fast paced programs, staying alert
to security issues, and focusing on clear communication and
coordination between suppliers. All of these factors lead to us
becoming a key partner to the companies we work with and
growing this business substantially.

Let EGG help you
•

Juggle fast-paced programs such as product launches

•

Stay alert to security issues

•

Focus on clear communication and coordination
between suppliers

•

Comply with SOC2 certification and HIPAA best practices as well
as 3rd party audits and certifications

OUR SERVICES
Digital and Commercial Printing - Combining digital print
capabilities with conventional press equipment to execute highly
personalized materials
Variable Data Printing - Unlocking the power of personalized
marketing with our security practices, database knowledge, and
digital tools
Electronic Storefronts - Managing and controlling your print and
marketing assets while delegating the work of placing orders
where it belongs, in the field
Direct Mailing Services - Handling direct mail programs for
associations, nonprofits, HR departments, consulting firms, and
Fortune 1000 companies for more than 40 years
Digital and Commercial Printing - Completing pick & pack, hand
assembly, machine matching, inventory, and warehousing inhouse

THE ELK GROVE GRAPHICS DIFFERENCE
In today's competitive marketplace, companies using personalized
branding and marketing are winning the hearts and minds of their
customers. Elk Grove Graphics' experience in dynamic print
programs communicates the right messages at the right time to
your target audience, providing measurable results.

